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Michael Baxter 7. listopadu 2023

Generál Smith zastřelil zbraní na infarkt, říkají nálezy.
realrawnews.com/2023/11/general-smith-shot-with-heart-attack-gun-findings-say
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Lékaři z námořní nemocnice Camp Pendleton vyvodili, že generál Eric
M. Smith byl zasažen projektilem chvíli předtím, než měl před týdnem v
neděli infarkt, řekly zdroje z generálovy kanceláře Real Raw News.

Přímo po události stáli námořníci ve Walter Reed na stráži nad
generálem, zatímco lékaři přátelští k věci ho vyšetřovali, prováděli
krevní testy a prováděli testy EKG a EGG. Srdeční infarkt, řekl náš
zdroj, je zarazil, protože generál Smith byl považován za pilíře zdraví a
nadšence cvičení, který se dvakrát umístil na prvním místě v Poháru
velitele námořní pěchoty. Jeho předchozí zdravotní stav byl v září a
jeho krevní tlak, cholesterol a triglyceridy spadaly do stanovených
norem. Neměl v minulosti žádné očkování proti Covid-19 a jeho krev
byla bez spike proteinů.

Jakmile byl generál stabilní, byl převezen do Pendletonu k dalšímu
hodnocení. Tam generálův atypický infarkt myokardu zmátl zástupy
kardiologů a neurologů, kteří ho také testovali a znovu testovali v
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naději, že racionalizují jeho kolaps. Věnovali pilnou pozornost
výsledkům, ale nenašli nic, co by naznačovalo, že generál byl
kandidátem na infarkt.

Důkladnější vyšetření však odhalilo malou kruhovou modřinu a mělkou
bodnou ránu na generálově vnitřním lýtku a také skleněnou třísku
zasazenou do jeho kůže.

Generál údajně řekl, že modřiny a boule „přicházejí s územím“, ale
nedokázal vysvětlit bodnou ránu. Řekl, že se před infarktem cítil, jako
by ho při běhání kousla „moucha kůň“.

Lékařští technici provedli další odběr krve, tentokrát zkontrolovali
přítomnost exotických toxinů, a našli stopy paralytického jedu měkkýšů,
který v koncentrovaných dávkách vypíná kardiovaskulární systém a šíří
se do srdce oběti, napodobuje infarkt a během několika minut
způsobuje smrt.

Lékaři došli k závěru, že generál Smith byl zasažen skleněnou
kuličkou, která se při nárazu roztříštila a dostala jed do jeho krevního
oběhu.

"Kdo střílel, je zkušený střelec," řekl náš zdroj. "Gen. Smith měl na
sobě šortky a tričko, takže střelec chtěl zasáhnout holou kůži.
Zasáhnout zadní část mužského lýtka není snadný úkol. Právě teď
máme balistické experty, kteří pracují na sledování trajektorie a
doufejme, že zjistíme, odkud výstřel přišel. Gen. Smith má štěstí, že
přežil.“

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep State.
Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby přežily a
prosperovaly. 
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Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které
kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin
prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.
Příspěvky pomáhají udržovat web aktivní a pomáhají podporovat
autora (a jeho účty za lékařskou péči)

Pokud se odkaz nezobrazuje na zařízeních Apple, je to:
https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2

 

BREAKING: Právníci se chtějí setkat s Florida AG Ashley Moody
ohledně stíhání Anthonyho Fauciho a dalších federálních činitelů.

@GeneralMCNews

Je mi VELMI líto, že slyším, že The Black Hats ve Washingtonu a/nebo
ti, kteří žalují/pronásledují Trumpa u soudu, nejsou v tuto chvíli ti, kdo
jsou obžalováni místo Fauciho.

Prioritou je záchrana prezidenta Trumpa, ne Fauciho!!

Patetické zprávy. 👎

Snad nemají pocit, že Trump má potíže! Myslím, že všechna Trumpova
obžaloba NIKAM NEPŘEDE nebo ho nedostanou do ŽÁDNÝCH
skutečných problémů.

Raději se začni pohybovat chytřeji, nechápu, jak se vědělo o jeho
rutině a souřadnicích. Nemůžeme si dovolit tento typ ztráty v této fázi
hry. SCORTCH ZEMĚ NA TĚCHTO MF

Místo toho, aby se právníci motali kolem předběžných právních kroků
proti Faucimu,….
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.. DOUFÁM, že uslyším, že prezident Trump má za sebou moc, aby se
zachránil před uvržením do vězeňské cely jako Epstein!!

Naposledy upravila Kay Mitchell před 11 hodinami

Vydělávám 290 dolarů za hodinu prací z domova. Nikdy jsem si
nepředstavoval, že je to upřímné, ale můj nejbližší společník vydělává
16 000 amerických dolarů měsíčně prací na spojení, což pro mě bylo
opravdu ohromující, předepsala mi, abych to jednoduše zkusil. Každý
si teď musí tuto práci vyzkoušet tím, že 

 použije tuto webovou stránku………………………………
𝐖𝐰𝐰.𝐁𝐢𝐳𝐖𝐨𝐫𝐤𝟏.𝐂𝐨𝐦

Na záchranu prezidenta Trumpa z vězeňské cely je na to příliš pozdě.

Pokud by tento seznam vyšel před lety, odstranil by VŠECHNY tvory z
bažin ve Washingtonu, kteří jsou v současnosti blízko uvěznění
prezidenta Trumpa.

Předvolání k soudu není totéž, jako mít tyto protokoly v ruce.

Kabala může zdržovat a odepřít předání čehokoli, dokud nebude
prezident Trump ve vězení nebo jim „nebude z cesty“, a pak mohou
pravděpodobně jen ignorovat předvolání s nějakým právním
manévrem.

For the same reason, I don’t ever want to hear “Breaking News” that
the Biden tax and bank records have been subpoenaed Unless
President Trump is out of danger!!

Last edited 11 hours ago by Kay Mitchell

You actually believe what your TV use telling you? You believe they
pulled a new trick and TRAPPED Donald? What IF, He’s actually Not in
Any Real Danger! Those indictments are not going to amount to any
harm to him. He has become a scape goat for us actually. More & more
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are coming to the realization of the deep state. All the while the white
hats & JAG have arrested so many players on the biden side. I say this
is all going according to plans. Trim isn’t in danger. It’s Cost him
immensely… That’s just another reason we Love him so.
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Why a few here have problems with MB’s big words…

Must see video: THIS is how they are programming YOUR brain.

https://

wwwDOTyoutube.com/watch?v=trqsGYlQZ1A

The Education Racket was against you if you stayed in the education system too
long and how YOUR brain was programmed, indoctrinated to wokeness mental
slavery like Nazism. –

You’re failing in a full life because you have no ability in Creative FREE WILL. 

Up until the late 1800s, a child’s Education was ALWAYS the responsibility of his
parents and not the state.

Last edited 20 hours ago by Zee

On the last part, sometimes the parents were the problem because
they were ignorant, uneducated themselves, , cultist and evil. Not every
set of parents is perfect and good. .

But when a family could educate their children it was a classic eduation
— i am old I had a more classical educ.. thanks to my parents. But
today we have lost so much in what is important to have a worth while
life.

COMMANDER THOR INTEL 11/7/23 PART 1

The Intel I received last week, I received with no details, I’m just going
to say what I was told, so please don’t ask questions or for proof, as I
don’t have it.>1st. EBS should take place between this month and end
of December.>2nd Trump will be back in office by January,>3rd
NESARA will take place between April and June>4th Trump is married
to Princess Diana and have a son Baron. This information will come out
within next 6 to 8 months. Melania was a stand in for Trump’s
presidency and everyone knows why.

 There is a lot of reptillian shapeshifters on this planet that want Diana
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dead, the problem they have is it will never happen,
as myself and my Families are eradicating them. Please remember that
different situations and occurrences can change the timeline.

PS my Families may have to go to Israel.

11/7/23 part 2

Myself and my Light Being Families may have to go to Israel, once the
Special Forces can’t go down any further.

 I will keep you patriots updated, in the meantime 1,000s of my Family
are still eradicating demons under Geneva. If we have to go to Israel
we will bring in more of my Family to eradicate whatever the Special
Forces can’t get to. It will be our pleasure to help eradicate what the
humans can’t. Just more smiles on our faces to help save our children
of the Galaxy. Update coming…

Last edited 21 hours ago by Strike17

YUP, Aak why car went a different route did a left turn instead of a right
turn?

 Why did the Ambulance stop bybtheside of the road and tuen up at the
hospital about an hour later than expected?

Different route? So that was an imposter?

Oh oh.

Oh boy, there’s going to be shock heads.

Her heart STOPPED en route to the hospital.

They had a Doctor on board and everything they needed to restart it.

But they only had 4 to 6 minutes MAXIMUM to do it before Permanent
brain damage would be done.
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So they had to surgically open her chest,(thoracotomy) to manually
massage her heart periodically while attempting to suture her torn
aorta.

That could not have been done while the ambulance was moving.

It’s Ridiculous that people who have no actual knowledge or true
information think they can make Outrageous statements here and think
somehow they might be true.

Last edited 10 hours ago by Kay Mitchell

Of course.

And JFK jr, Jeffrey Epstein, and Santa Claus too.

Do you Actually think Diana would give up seeing her sons again or her
grandchildren??

Last edited 10 hours ago by Kay Mitchell

I have heard some of this before from another credible source who I
shall not name for the sake of argument.

So what density is CmdrValiantThor369? He presents a likable
character. Elena Daanan thinks it’s a grey alien. They are master
tricksters. The greys work for the reptilians. IDK but I find it odd the
rescue crowd don’t take over MSM and put real news out already. Why
leave these liars running television news? If the truth sets you free, I’m
certainly not free of being stuck on wondering if this is true.

Now they say by end of December is EBS. They are not saying
anything else that goes with this particular EBS. Stimulus Checks?
Free rent again? Lockdowns and true news? Just Trump back in office?
He was he was building 10+ new cities and it conjures up more images
of concrete jungles to my mind.
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Isn’t it sounding kinda odd how in history can they find a way to present
another 1st lady and the Melania being a coverup character? Seems to
me Melania’s life would be in danger also. It has the essence of a soap
opera stronger than Jesus coming back. Ongoing and I don’t mind,
unless it’s not true, then it becomes curious how to get on with
whatever truth is.

The Solar Flash guy Thor recommended has a new video out with
Jesus turning into a demon with wings at 3:20 rumble com/v3sqvo7-
lies-and-deceptions.html

If Solar Flash was going to be the case, it don’t matter about
realrawnews we just wait. Realrawnews makes sense we don’t wait
and act.

Thor calls demons “red goo monsters” that’s kinda cute sounding, so
I’m assuming they really are red and maybe because they manifest full
of human blood, same as a bed bug or a tick swells up. I don’t really
know what their function looks like. They are allegedly predator beings,
nobody can see. It’s perfectly understandable Thor has no proof but
someone does and he sais there’s thousands working on this.

There has been proof of demons to a lot of people in history and they
draw them and put up the stories in the holy books. Last I heard from
Christian21 on McAllisterTV on rumble and his site callmestory.net is
these reptilians work for the demons (but some reptilians are good). He
just blasts out using his voice sounding too flabbergasted to articulate
well.

No one can even show us what a stable well run world really looks like
(without demons and serpent creatures being killed by Thor et al.)

OMG!

I see there is not going to be any Real, credible information on this site.
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Just a ton of wishful thinking and science fiction.

This has been my “Hopeium” site for months but the Bullshit is just too
deep without a shred of proof and I can’t explain it all away.

I’m guessing 80% of the posts on this site are Michael’s Alts and other
clowns.

So I need a little break.

Happy Holidays to the rest of you. ☃🎄🎁🎀

May the world last until November 2024.🙏

Sure…. go ahead, say anything you like.

There are plenty of people who will believe Anything.

I’m making $90 an hour working from. home. e I never imagined that it
was honest to goodness yet my closest companion is earning 16,000
US dollars a month by working on the connection, q that was truly
astounding for me she prescribed for me to attempt it simply. q
Everybody must try this job now by just

 using this website….. W w w.M o n e y P a y 1.c o m

A few thoughts on the elections—abortion is a false flag !!!! With the
country in a disaster mode do you really think the majority of those that
vote would alter votes just for abortion. Now think of those who would
be most influenced by abortion and what age group would that be then
think of who would be the most steadfast on voting—-. the younger
people that would be most sexually active and care free are less likely
if I may use that term and of course those intent on bringing down the
country. Now look at the loud mouths—most couldn’t get a guy to do
them even if they paid for it–lol—Now the real voting populous are 40
and above and what do you think they are most concerned about——
do you think those that voted for Youngkin are now all of a sudden
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going to vote for a Rep etc. because of abortion——-Call me dubious
at best and most Republicans are RINO’s —just look at who they keep
to run getting elected—-Ronna—- seems that says a lot and if you think
there was no illegal vote gathering or somehow the computer systems
got fixed then tell me by whom—–Ronna and friends—-But hey that is
just me–

 And as usual if you don’t like my post I don’t give a crap so stuff it—-

Thanks for your post!! You are absolutely correct. Abortion is on the
back burner. People need jobs and freedom to decide.

 Thanks again

Is it your conclusion that the abortion issue will not affect DJT winning
the presidential election in 2024?

If so, I do hope and pray that you’re right or else the world is going to
Hell in a hand-basket.

Thank Goodness General Smith is okay, however, these criminals
needs to meet their demise & answer to The One & Only Father for
their actions against another human being. We need our strongest men
on the forefront of this battle to help along side the world population to
defeat our enemies & take back our sovereignty & free our generations
to come for 1000 years. Don’t think that building back our countries will
be easy bc that is when Satan will rise up & fool those that have never
been connected with Our One & Only Father. Their days are number,
however, some will be the sheep in wools clothing to live in shadows to
bring in the Serpent to stand in the temple to declare he is God (don’t
be fooled). God doesn’t need to declare himself bc he knows who he is
& his love for you is more powerful ( remember actions speak louder
then words).
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MB I saw a update list of gitmo from Nov 4, 2023. According to their
list…Putin, Rocketman, x, Bibi and Jared K.u.s.h.e.r are listed as
executed. They had the standard names we have been reading since
2017 I think. Why would these be listed or do you have in intel on
these?

and you know they are dead because a little fairy told you—-how do
you know—

Psst. Little secret TCM. The fruit loops who run these sites copy from
each other because it saves time retyping a laundry list of names. But
some sites have already “whacked” people who are not on the master
list, so in order to keep the tales consistent they add them. In any case,
none of the people on any of those lists have been executed by
anyone. It’s a LARP

Lists are somewhat meaningless such as ‘Troll List’ herein, anyone
could put together a list.

Myself takes pride being on Popo’s ‘usual suspect list’ for creating
public disturbance via anti-leafleting libtarts.

Just off the top of my thinker—-it would be almost impossible to get
even one of these in captivity so someone or something is messing
with you—-Jared maybe but then what do you think Daddy -in-law
would say—–

The Putin & others you speak of is bc they were conspiring against
humanity. It has been said, that Putin’s wife left him many years back
bc he wasn’t the man she married. They have a clone doing his part is
what I have gathered.

I’m pretty sure things are a whole lot more far out than we are
presented with from official sources.

I agree we don’t know the truth on anything.
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But that’s no reason to believe hair-brained, science fiction, wishful
thinking, crip-crap without a shred of proof.

Patriot guy and SG anon have intimidated that BIBi is in hiding in the
underground DUMBS. I’ve heard other intel that says BIBi is gone. I’ve
also heard through credible sources that Elon Musk and Putin were
switched out awhile ago. We can’t verify Yea or Nay on any of this so in
the end does it sound plausible or keep it to yourself. Oh I heard
Kushner was switched out a long time ago for treason. We won’t know
until this nonsense is finally concluded.

Too many people believe everything they hear even If it’s unverified
without a grain of truth or Proof.

The term “credible sources” is a HUGE RED FLAG to me.

It’s just like some stranger saying:

“I’m not gonna lie to you”

Last edited 7 hours ago by Kay Mitchell

The US government have done the following:

-Created and released a biological weapon that killed 7+ million people.

-Sent $200+ billion to fund the only Nazi military on Earth, and they
lost.

-Weaponized media and social media to brainwash and censor the
public, to cover up their crimes and attack their political opposition.

-Promoted harmful experimental injections to billions of people, that did
not prevent transmission or disease, and harshly discriminated against
those who questioned the safety or efficacy.
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-Funded both sides of the conflict in the Middle East and influenced the
slaughter of thousands upon thousands of innocent civilians on both
sides.

-Destroyed every fabric of American society, ruined our cities, ruined
our culture, ruined our academics, ruined our quality and way of life.

While the GOP and DNC are arguing over which war to fund next, I’m
picking out which suit I’m gonna wear to their international military
tribunals.

The People have had enough. Justice is all that matters now.

I think we should leave vengeance and Justice to God and just focus
on getting president Trump back into the White House.

He will take it from there.
 God willing, If you like.

From what I’m hearing the 5G towers have been contained. And, to
support this the FCC has stated

 that Joe Biden has demonstrated overreach in attempting to take total
control of the internet.

A vote on this matter is up for Nov 12th….lets see the vote, but the
FCC has always been apart of the DS. Prior issues have had the FCC
voting against the health of Americans.

I hope they are disabled, however, I drove 200 miles couple days ago,
and saw those flat things on the high poles, which indicate the
technology of 5G everywhere. Unless they are being used or some
thing other than 5 or 10G, there are a lot of those things Being built. I
don’t like smart meters either. I still have a five year old Iphone bc I
don’t want 5G and think it’s dangerous unless someone has intervened
🙏❤
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Not familiar with the ‘high poles’, but the vote on the 12th will be
telling….that’s on Sunday…strange.

Well the electric company is paying me a visit on the 15th…they say
their box is unresponsive and should be replaced……should be an
interesting conversation. It’s been covered with tin foil and duct
tape….their letter to me was so written by an attorney with all the t’s
crossed and I’s dotted….

Unresponsive? I’ll just bet. Maybe the bill has been lowered due to the
tin foil & duct tape. Make sure & look up your rights & don’t let them
intimidate you. Its time we the people start suing these jackals for their

 “smart” meters.

I’m debating whether to remove the tin foil before they come. I’ve
researched the law here and they are not going to have any flexibility.
They said they would call me about my concerns and never did.

Give him cayenne pepper in capsules or liquid if he can stand it as it
feeds the heart. One chiropractor who was waiting for patient to come
in to office, went out to car after a long time and found man slumped
over steering whèel, pulled him out of vehicle and used liquid cayenne,
squirting some droppers full of this cayenne down his throat, which
brought him back alive.

Have a good VETERAN’S day all you U.S. Vet’s out there and Patriots
everywhere.

 Thank You for Your service, Your sacrifices and Your families’
sacrifices!

 Thank You Michael Baxter for Your time in the Army and Your sacrifices
and service to this nation that continue to this day.

 Keep after ‘em White Hats, whoever, whenever and wherever!
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY Brother and Sister MARINES!
Uncle Sam’s Misguided Children are another year older!

 A day early to avoid the rush.
Get Well soon General Smith.

Last edited 1 day ago by LEOtheCO

This morning, Curtis Sliwa on radio via inside source said: Eric Adams
after Rihanna’s situation went directly to City Hall shredding
documents.

Last edited 1 day ago by John .S

Where is the Rothschild central_banking ledger for the world?
 What is the black-market junction in Europe for adrenochrome, organ

harvesting, and biowaste trade?
 Who is implicated?

There is a REASON every single warmonger in the US Gov needs
Ukraine to win.

 When Ukraine loses, so do they and their entire worldwide network.

“THEY NEVER THOUGHT SHE WOULD LOSE.
 NOW THEY ALL LOSE”

👉 https://
 t.me/+-NlguIYLN2o3NTFk

 👉 https://
 t.me/+-NlguIYLN2o3NTFk

They’re cheating again 🤬! Kentucky Governors race and The
Democrats are flipping votes. It’s no better in Virginia. I thought we
were going to stop this White Hats!!!
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my gut tells me that ALL elections since the beginning have been
tampered with

 so much corruption and high stakes involved
 psychopaths at the top control everything and us regular decent folks

mistakenly think they have our best interests at heart
 SELECTIONS NOT ELECTIONS is how it is and always has been

If elections mattered, would they let us do it?

It doesn’t matter who votes. What matters is who does the counting.

Welcome to the real world!

Let’s face it Mark. You and your friends are going to yell “fraud” anytime
someone other than the candidate you like wins. If Trump loses in
2024, he’ll scream “fraud.” If he wins and the results are anything less
than 100% for Trump and 0% for Biden, he’ll scream “fraud.” It’s going
to be this way from now on.

Let’s face it “Harrison”.

Someday you’ll realize the official sources you follow have been lying to
you.

Surprise!!! Newsflash … the gray hats have no intention of removing
the fraud machine. But that’s okay … the trumpsters are still looking
forward to 2024 because this time Donny gonna win! And if he does
win with the fraud machine still in place it will be because the DS
allowed it as they did in 2016. It’s pretty obvious both sides want the
fraud machine to remain in place.

When are the trumpsters going to admit the lack of public action by the
gray hats is a good indication that they want to keep the wealth, power,
and control over the masses. We are being played.
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Have you considered that Republicans just lost because they suck and
they push deeply unpopular positions like no-exception abortion bans?

Praise God General Smith was in exceptional condition when they tried
to kill him. The Deep State will stop at nothing to try to sabotage the
military that are saving our Nation. May God protect them.🙏🙏🙏

 Thank you Michael for continued information!

He was not in exceptional condition. Thanks to the shitty football coach,
he was working two jobs and stressed out. Maybe the Ananuki can
provide a stress relief cure of some sort

After doing some research it appears all the high level military are
vaccinated. They also supported the vaccine mandate. They must have
rocks in their head for brains. All the true military men were removed
many years ago.

Quoted from AMG….

“C. The Transition from Civil to Military Authority
  

 The transition from civil to military authority is a turbulent process that
upends the established order of governance. It’s a moment when
democracy can teeter on the brink of collapse, and the very
foundations of a nation’s identity are put to the test. This article will
delve into the intricate details of this transition, from the legal
mechanisms that enable it to the consequences it carries for individual
rights and freedoms. By the time we’re through, you’ll have a
comprehensive understanding of the metamorphosis that occurs when
a nation falls under the shadow of Martial Law.”

From CHP Canada…
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“Even in the United States of America, there is strong evidence that the
2020 Presidential Election may have been rigged in several key states.
While the governing bodies in those states and the electoral
commissions established by them to administer and supervise
elections have not accepted the claims of election tampering, many
Americans believe the published polling outcomes do not accurately
reflect the will of the people. In fact, they believe there was deliberate
manipulation and a subsequent cover-up.

 In the 2020 US Elections, there was a significant increase in mail-in
ballots, advanced polls and “ballot harvesting.” This was partly
attributed to COVID fears and restrictions. Whatever the cause, any
voting system that reduces eye contact and allows voters to submit
their ballots remotely, interduces some risk of fraud. People can and do
create multiple identities. A mail-in ballot can be forged so that the
name on the ballot is not necessarily the same as the name of the
person who filled it in. People have voted more than once in multiple
locations.”

More CHP…

“I began this article by saying we should be thankful that Canadian
ballots are still paper ballots counted by hand rather than by potentially
programmable mechanical tabulators. But that is changing; while
Elections Canada spokespeople retain a commitment to hand-counted
paper ballots, the rising trend towards mail-in and drop-off ballots
portends potential avenues of fraud . . . and in at least one province,
those paper ballots in the next provincial election (scheduled for
October 2024) will be mechanically tabulated. What could go wrong?
They also plan to introduce voting by phone, another innovation fraught
with potential for abuse.

 It’s time we Canadians put our foot down and stop allowing corrupt
politicians to tamper with an electoral system that’s already under
siege. Our future may depend on it.”
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There were way more votes than there were registered voters,simple
as that.

So you’re looking forward to a military dictatorship. Unelected guys with
guns running the country. It’s worked so well in North Korea there’s no
chance at all something will go wrong once its implemented here.

Cocaine was found at the White House.

A dead body was found at Obama’s house.

A male prostitute was found at Pelosi’s house.

An illegal server was found at Clinton’s house.

Pedophilia material was found on Hunter Bidens laptop.

Where is the FBI?

Join 👇

https://
 t.me/+xBV4IBszMeUxNjYx

 https://
 t.me/+xBV4IBszMeUxNjYx

did you share it with Ethel ??? She/he/it has been acting kinda wonky
to even being over the top lately—-I think this thing about her IQ has
been throwing her off her game—-Go check and see if her bag needs
changing—–

well there you go—that really screwed you up—–do you hear that
knocking at your door—-there are some hard people coming after you
and I am warning you they don’t play games—-buckle up—–party is
over—-
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The FBI are the private Army of the Rockefellers. The
Bushs,Clintons,Obamas, Biden Podestas and Zuckerberg are all
Rockefellers. I suggest the whole family should be rounded ip and
interred in a FEMA camp.

Different bloodlines, different genes, they do not all belong to the same
physical family. Do they belong to the same totalitarian One Wol Order
Ideology? yes.

Only now, this late in the scenario, are a few gears turning to
understand how far simpler techniques to falsify or simulate the
appearance of a pandemic may have been easily engineered by this or
other means. The more exotic, the better, as that makes them harder to
detect or, for many people, even to imagine, let alone to think about.
Hence the inundation of society with tropes about such things as mere
science fiction through “fictionalization” narratives in entertainment.

For sure,your tv set,if it’s there it MUST be true! why do you think they
call them programs?

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. I never imagined that it
was honest to goodness yet my closest companion is earning 16,000
US dollars a month by working on the connection, that was truly
astounding for me, she prescribed for me to attempt it simply.
Everybody must try this job now by just using

 this website… w w w.P a y a t h o m e 9 .c o m

Last edited 1 day ago by barshembar

I am grateful for your reports. Indeed, I am grateful. However, would
you please stop trying to use words periodically that cause people to
run for the dictionary. You know what I’m talking about. Knock it off. It’s
just not necessary. You don’t need to prove your obscure vocabulary. It
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does not improve your reputation or add to your persona in a positive
way. I am often seeing words that are so unfamiliar. It ends up being
glossolalia.

I love the obscure words.. Someone has to educate us as certainly the
schools don’t deliver a full and proper education these days.. If
someone doesn’t like using a dictionary, it means they are a product of
Common Core and have closed minds.. Only my opinion, of course..

I went to school with someone like that. They didn’t want to write a
bunch of words they deemed unnecessary. I said try it anyway,. but she
would not. Even her other classmates encouraged her to try and get
over it, but she would not.

Chuck berry was good at it,”she swung down and grabbed my ding-a -
ling!”

Don’t you just hate when people do that crap, it’s like you almost want
to tell them- why don’t they become a teacher and help the kids out, 😄
🤣

glossowhatlia? Now there’s one I had to look up! It’s his style, Biff. Just
roll with it, do some research. I know that every MB article I read there
will be a word to look up. Highlight the word, click on it, and hit ‘define’.
It’s not that hard. Shape up Biff, we’re gonna need ya, bro.

Sure is for Biff. I use big fancy words too, but some of my friends think
I’m too highbrow because I do. Expanding the vocabulary is
fascinating, I did that when I was a kid. But after I became an adult, one
of them told me to dumb it down, because they had trouble getting
through school and couldn’t understand the sophisticated vocabulary i
was using.
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Just shows he is intelligent, someone has always got to find something
to criticize. Can’t you just be grateful and thankful for the amazing job
he is doing to enlighten us all, and encourage him to continue?

I do have a question for our host. Do you know how you were selected
to be the Commandant’s spoke person? Or for that matter, why? Just
curious.

They saw MB’s work on his previous website twistedtruth.net and
thought, “Oh yeah, this is the guy. This weirdo who writes goofy
nonsense stories about Planet Nibiru and Anunnaki lizard-people is the
one and only journalist in America trustworthy enough to reveal all the
super-secret invisible arrests and executions we’re doing.”

“Biggs” Has at least a dozen or more Alts he uses to comment and vote
on this site.

Why do you allow this Michael B. ??

You could quite possibly be another alt of Michael’s.

Many of Michael’s alts speak very highly of him.

I no longer trust Anyone who cannot show a scrap of proof to back up
their Outrageous claims!

That includes you and your “god”, Michael

Last edited 1 day ago by Kay Mitchell

Welcome to the real world.

That’s been my main point all along here, and elsewhere.

Anyone can write anything, anywhere. Especially with “AI”.
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You sure did a 360 on us, Kay.
First you were gun ho

 Now you say it isn’t so.

Lol this is the only name I post under Kay. Why would I bother posting
with a dozen different names? What would be the point when I can
already say whatever I want with this account?

Michael allows it because he really cannot be bothered to spend his
time reading and moderating this place. Besides I’m probably his
biggest fan tbh. Did you even know about his fantastic work on
twistedtruth.net, Kay? Long-time MB fans like me know.

Exactly. This troll turd a/k/a B1ggs is not fooling anyone, as it posts
under many other names like Harr1son, Exi1e, Ethe1, J Bi11, N0name,
DesChumps, and has had many previous names blocked, such as
W0zz, B0fa, Ll0yd, Russe11, et c.

So Biggs, amplify. You’re a fan because you enjoy the more spicy ET
theme, or you just think it’s creative fiction? And long-time as in how
long?

So says another alt of Michael’s?

“BIGGS” the Alt lies and
 “J BILL” the Alt swears to it.

How convenient.

He’s self-appointed. Writing this stuff is easier than working a real job.

I really doubt that. I spent too many years in Navy Intel to accept that
answer.

I spent too many years in sigint to accept that answer.

see how easy that is? lmao
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Gerald, do you mean by that that this has enough real intel vibe to you
that it would be too much work to try and fake it, or what more
precisely?

It has enough to make me curious enough to ask him, how and why he
was selected for this job.

You couldn’t have been very good at your job. All this stuff is from MB’s
imagination spiced up with information from various open source
military websites, Wikipedia, and like-minded conspiracists. A career
Navy man would know that stunts like having a Marine general order a
guided missile frigate into action or a Naval assault on Guantanamo
are just not possible. Nor could these arrests, prosecutions and
executions go on without the chain of command finding out and
allowing it to happen. These plot lines are too cheesy even for Clancy.

You seem to forget, or never knew, that the Marines are the personal
branch that protect the President. They are his to command and if he
wants a frigate moved he will have the General notify the skipper of the
frigate. Pretty simple really.

The President is in command of all military forces. I dispute the idea
that the Marines exist to be the president’s personal bodyguard and
have plenary power to do whatever the president wants at any time.

The frigate belongs to the Navy, not the Marines. Moving one requires
the Navy to agree to the movement, provide the crew and fuel, and all
the logistics that come with it. As for a president phoning a general and
ordering up a ship, I assume you are familiar with the chain of
command. No captain is going to step that far outside his lane on the
word of an officer from another service, especially if the plan is to have
the ship engage in combat. If the president called directly, he would still
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check with his bosses before weighing anchor. Also, Trump is no longer
president — he’s said so himself — so he’s not ordering military assets
of any kind to go anywhere.

Now, I assume you live in that alternative world where Trump is secretly
still in charge and not spending all his time in court or playing golf. In
that special place, that magical place, a Marine gunnery sergeant could
order the U.S.S. Gerald Ford to sail into New York harbor and level
lower Manhattan. That world is imaginary and if you are what you say
you are, you know what’s true and what’s made up. These stories are
the world as you would like it to be, not the world as it is.

Anchors aweigh.

DJT may be in charge. You don’t know.

If you believe official sources, you’re in deep trouble.

As I’ve said elsewhere, the reality is, we have no idea what reality is.

Going to disagree.

MB has already explained more than once DJT’s authority for retaining
CIC command. So apparently you’re not sharp enough to pay attention.

Leveling Manhattan is an ENTIRELY different thing from standing down
from an illegitimate order by an illegitimate, and masquerading,
Pedodent.

You might have to do better than that.

Jack Straw
 @JackStr42679640

November 19th…that 🎁🎁🎁
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Organization/System
SEPA

 DTCC
 SWIFT Standards Release

BNY Mellon
 JPM

 Wells Fargo my bank:(
 Bank of America

 HSBC
 Citi

 All have a Release /Implementation of Nov. 19, 2023

For tribunals etc. this is the place. For Finance follow the X22 Report.
Dave the site owner was a precious metals and bond trading industry
insider for years.

The big problem had been, Visa and MasterCard held proprietary
technology to support hundreds of 1,000’s of debit and credit
purchases per minute. Tens of millions over the course of the day.
Think how many times you swipe your card in a typical day then
multiply by the adult pop. of the U.S.

Deep State controlled banks are NOT going to let -anyone- piggyback
on THEIR system. So replacing the age old SWIFT sys has been the
challenge. Recall, thru the [analog] 1970’s, Wall Street had thousands
of clerks manually working the trade floor after the close. Before Dot
and Super Dot, they struggled all NIGHT just to have trades settled in
time for the following open of the market!

Telling citizens and consumers you’re offering this “new liberating
financial system!” isn’t going to fly if they have to wait 1/2 an hour to
process the grocery purchases.
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It was on the 12 noon “the patriot party” channel it was one of there,
slides. It’s on rumble

 There now go check out for yourself.

I’m making $90 an hour working from. home. e I never imagined that it
was honest to goodness yet my closest companion is earning 16,000
US dollars a month by working on the connection, qq that was truly
astounding for me she prescribed for me to attempt it simply..
Everybody must try this job now by just

 using this website….. W w w.M o n e y P a y 1.c o m

Doesn’t that show you just how important and necessary it is, to ramp
up security for top level Military personnel.

 Gen Smith is a crucial asset. I am so happy that he is recovering, but it
will happen again if appropriate security measures are not enforced.

by the Carnegie Endowment society ( CIA ) UNITED NATIONS
operations and full financial backing ……..

THE TERABYTES OF MCAFEE DATA BASE COLLECTION ON THE
DEEP STATE AND EPSTEIN SERVERS SEIZED BY THE
MILITARY>>>>> ALL CONNECTS TO A MASSIVE WEB OF HUMAN
TRAFFICKING INTO THE TRUNNIONS TRILLIONS OF WORLD
WIDE CORRUPTION CONNECTED TO WORLD GOVERNMENTS.
PRESIDENTS. PRIME MINISTERS, ELITES, CORPORATION,
GROUPS, [ DS] MILITARY. CIA. UN. CARNEGIE ENDORSEMENT
CLINTONS BUSH OBAMA ETC .””’

 ___
 TRUMP+ MIL is giving you COMMS letting you know, who ever was

involved in Opening the southern border, financing the operations is
also connected to World human trafficking, Child sex trade, weapons
operations that is connected to CLEAR AND PRESENT DANGER that
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is connected to a MASSIVE cover up of a MILITARY COUP. >>> That
all connects to PLANDEMIC. Virus. Stolen elections. War mongering
etc.

Trump+ the Military is Painting a picture for the world///

IF this was the case they would be exposing ALL of this heinous shit,
but NO they only have this information released UN-VERIFIED at an
OBSCURE WEB SITE, known as RRN. Anyone that wants to argue
this FACT , please, lets get it ON!

Again, red LINES.

The DS was never stupid. They’ve made clear any divulging of the
secrets they HAVE to know WH’s gained access to, if released and “red
lines” were crossed, those disclosures would be met swift and severe
retaliation.

Go ahead, TELL your MAGA patriot deplorables about our Chrome
harvesting.., we’ll nuke Toledo..! So until we could be certain we’d
commandeered their most heinous weapons caches, we had to play
ball.

Would it surprise you to learn the CIA developed a “Club K” mini-nuke
weapon that.., wait for it… fits inside a shipping container..! The roof
raises hydraulically and they can launch (2) missiles via remote
activation. So basically ANY cargo vessel is a combatant vessel to be
taken seriously. They don’t even need be all that accurate! As long as it
leaves a mess it suffices for the DS agenda.

Plus God KNOWS how many pre-staged dirty bombs and nasty viruses
along w/ conventional arms for their rent-a-thugs to launch REAL
insurrections. And millions of people get hurt. It’s easy for we, The
Impatient to say.., “Well I don’t have any relatives in Toledo..?”
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I’m making $290 an hour working from home. I never imagined that it
was honest to goodness yet my closest companion is earning 16,000
US dollars a month by working on the connection, that was truly
astounding for me, she prescribed for me to attempt it simply.
Everybody must try this job now by just

 using this website……………………………………
𝐖𝐰𝐰.𝐁𝐢𝐳𝐖𝐨𝐫𝐤𝟏.𝐂𝐨𝐦

BREAKING: Minnesota Supreme Court dismisses ‘insurrection clause’
challenge, allowing Trump to remain on the 2024 primary ballot.

@GeneralMCNews

I’m making $90 an hour working from. home. e I never imagined that it
was honest to goodness yet my closest companion is earning 16,000
US dollars a month by working on the connection, qq that was truly
astounding for me she prescribed for me to attempt it simply..
Everybody must try this job now by just

 using this website…. W w w.M o n e y P a y 1.c o m

I just saw a twitter post that Buttigieg is in Ukraine. There is a little
video of him and the weasel (Zelenskyy) shaking hands and probably
making eyes at each other. People want to know what is Buttplug doing
in Ukraine? I wonder if he is on the list for a vacation at GITMO!!

All that Buttgig knows about transportation is that he has been rear-
ended more times than he can count.

Adrenochrome has been proven to be a chemical and not a drug . It
doesn’t do anything and can be synthesized. So much for being a
scarce exotic drug . Check it .

Again, you and I may know that. But it doesn’t’ mean those involved in
Satanic rituals ( backed by a s/t o’ dirty money to prove it! ) don’t
believe that..?
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They deprive us of our humanity DAILY.., just because it amuses them.

Adrenochrome doesn’t do anything? I guess that means you know from
experience? Where was it that you tried it for the first time?

Well it’s not illegal and no one in congress or Trump has ever
mentioned it in public or that we have a terrible adrenochrome problem
like fentanyl. Have you ever read about anyone being arrested for
possession or distribution of adrenochrome? No . Our knowledge of it
springs from Hunter Thimopsons twisted mind .

then why isn’t it legal and sold over the counter—–you seem to be in
the know—give us the chemical composition, I can’t seem to find it—–
Funny how and why the Russians with aid of some Special Ops from
US are taking down labs and trucks full of it—–but hey you must have
inside intel so help us out and don’t do your usual bs cop out—-show
us how smart you are—–

It’s easy to find and it is sold over the counter for research purposes . It
does nothing , doesn’t keep your youth . Formula is C 9. H 9 NO 3 . 3
hydroxy-1-Methel-2,3-dihydro-1H-indole-5,6, dione No proof at all the
Russians are doing that. It’s a myth , why hasn’t Trump mentioned it
like he has other drugs ? No big ruckus in congress about it . No stats
about it at all . Look it up , you can find it . Unless you don’t trust any
search engines . Did you read about Hunter Thompson and his
invention of recreational adrenochrome? It’s a riot .

YOU are WONDERING, THESE TWO RUMP RANGERS were doing
more than shaking hands , more like shaking glands.

🚨BREAKING🚨

Today, James Comer signed subpoenas for:
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◼ Hunter Biden
◼ James Biden

 ◼ Rob Walker

Comer also requested additional Biden family members and their
associates appear for transcribed interviews.

This includes:

◼ Sara Biden
 ◼ Hallie Biden
 ◼ Elizabeth Secundy

 ◼ Melissa Cohen
 ◼ Tony Bobulinski

https://

x.com/gopoversight/status/1722327200714641654?s=46

BIG DEAL, just more lame bullshit, US CONGRESS are CRIMINALLY
COMPLICIT with so much heinous TREASONOUS SHIT, they are
FUCKING USELESS and essentially IRRELEVANT . the RIGHTEOUS
, TRUSTED US MILITARY, US SPECIAL FORCES and US SPECIAL
OPERATIONS UNITS should have taken – down and taken – out the
ENTIRE US CONGRESS, Legislative Branch and the EXECUTIVE
Branch by FORCE using EXTREME PREJUDICE QUITE SOME TIME
AGO , DECEIVER and LIAR TRUMP and BAD BERGER SLOW-
PLAYED this entire take down for over TWO FUCKING YEARS, yeah
trump!

A bucket of ice cold water dropped on your head will sort your triggered
behavior out. Dude, you are losing it big time.

Lol James Comer has been at this bullshit for like 2 years and none of
these subpoenas ever amount to anything.
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Hunter Biden’s lawyer sent a letter Wednesday to newly elected House
Speaker Mike Johnson, asking him to intervene against three
Republican chairmen who have investigated the president’s son and
threatened to subpoena him, his relatives and business associates.

“We write today to urge you, Mr. Speaker, to use your newly minted
leadership post responsibly and ask you to think twice before joining
this spectacle,” Lowell wrote in his 12-page letter obtained by USA
TODAY.

USA Today

Sounds like the DS lawyer is sending the speaker a threat. I hope the
speaker stands strong. I would love to see a bunch of fried Bidens. Of
course, we know the Hunter they have is a doppelganger and not the
real demon.

I’m making $90 an hour working from. home. e I never imagined that it
was honest to goodness yet my closest companion is earning 16,000
US dollars a month by working on the connection, n that was truly
astounding for me she prescribed for me to attempt it simply..
Everybody must try this job now by just

 using this website…. W w w.M o n e y P a y 1.c o m

these female fbi agents have big deltoids. i just had one in my office for
shoulder pain

Yeah, man the quality of posts here has been even more dogshit than
usual, people just copy/pasting whatever bullshit they find on telegram
and half of it has no context and makes no sense

and you say your self – image is doing fine? Well, it has claimed you.
So now you are its bitch. What you made has made you, as per your
election.
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We expect the shit posting to at least be semi original or at least not the
equivalent of chain emails from the AOL days. Step your game up !

Last edited 1 day ago by J Bill

Ok Jim stop talking to yourself.

This ain’t healthy.

You considered having a unstable multi personality disorder?

Last edited 1 day ago by Talion

high watt generator
 step up transformer + some easily obtained hardware supplies

a bright kid could come up with an EMF photon gun

And Chucky cannot refuse to assent to these laws, either, like what
happened with Queen Anne in 1708 on the Scottish Militia Bill. He has
to rubber stamp everything like his predecessors did without complaint,
all because Klaus Schwab is his boss and Lord Jacob Rothschild is his
financier.

expose-news. com /2023/ 11 /08/ speech-from-the-throne-revealed-
plans-to-increase-spying-powers-and-showed-a-complete-disregard-
for-human-rights /

Alex Collier

Where are we today?
 Ha, ha, If you can look at what’s happening on the planet as a chess

game, a multi dementional chess game. You have 3rd density, 4th
density,

 5th density and now we a 6th dementional component, in this chess
game. And we are down to the last 4 moves. For the freedom of
humanity. 4 moves that is all that is lift! Now the dark side, which dosn’t
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want to move, they don’t want to use there last, really one move. They
really have left. So what they are doing is causing havoc, COVID,

 Afganastan, and other false flags, that were going to see happening
here very shortly, they going to create kayos, and pandamonium, and
the reason for that is they are trying to delay from having to make a
move, well the belevalance. Which involve white hat humans, and and
off planet bevelvalant star nations, they are forceing there moves now.
They want this whole thing done and resolved by this Dec. on our
clock. Ha ha yes it’s outstanding. Now, I have to cation you it’s going to
get wild. Really wild, and it’s going to get down and dirty. You know the
controllers of this planet which have had control of it over 10,000 years.
Ah they have no where to go. When they are removed from power
here, they will no longer exist. There are no plans for prison, it’s
terminate. And they absolutely deserve it.

“belevalance”
 “off planet bevelvalant star nations”

Lol was he trying to say ‘benevolent’? Not even close bro

It was a video so i typed letters for words not bad if that all you find
don’t have spell check on my flip phone but glad you easily figure it out.
You got the point though.

Strike, I think that assessment is backed up by Project Looking Glass.
From what I understand, from the late 80’s to the early 2000’s, bad
actors were peering into their magic 8 ball, but the answer was always
the same!

After querying their system every way they could think of, conjuring
both false flags and real events to reshuffle the deck and reload the
game, the DS-CIA shut the project down and we got.., 9/11.

Another example of 6uild 6ack 6etter in action…. 🙁
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Will vouch for the uploader and by extension the content on his
channel. I first saw his work many years ago–he is a REAL truther who
presents breaking news in a straightforward, no-nonsense manner that
Jack Webb’s Joe Friday of DRAGNET (1949 – 2003) fame would be
proud off. Long ago in a clip (if I am not mistaken), he called out the UN
crowd for their treachery several(/many?) years before their
announcement/involvement with the Plandemic (2020 – ) via the UN
WHO.

Sixuild sixack sixetter? Like yes I know what you’re going for, build
back better + 666, but it really is not excellent, it kinda looks like shit.

I didn’t see that anyone on here asked you to open your pie hole and
start spewing.

I didn’t come up with that, another truther somewhere pointed it out.

It’s SO TRUE!

As part of the bargain they make with Satan, his helpers have to ‘hide’
his signature in plain sight in order to ‘sign the work’ for him ‘by proxy’.

To date, that is the best ‘hidden 666’ I know of and that ‘build back
better’ was the ‘catchphrase’ of the minions that brought you the
‘Brandon’ Administration and the Plandemic.

Two other famous ‘hidden 666s’ are the WEF (Klaus Schwab) and
Google Chrome logos.

Somebody somewhere said that ‘signs and symbols rule the world’ — it
is how evil communicates in the open.

[Updated repost of

https ://realrawnews.com/2023/02/website-slowdowns-being-worked-
on/#comment-417384
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with more useable URLs below.]

If you have 2.5 (or 7.5 hours) to spare to learn about why the world is
the way it is, please watch:

FREEMASONRY A JEWISH LUCIFERIAN CULT. [ A RARE DARING
INVESTIGATION ]

 (Banned and scrubbed off YouTube. Re-uploaded to Bitchute by the
author)

https ://www.bitchute.com/video/HNfPDAf2rj5U/

131-minute historical walkthrough of the conspiracy. Lots of dots are
connected and are confirmed by prior online research I’ve done before
I saw this documentary. Was surprised this conspiracy goes back over
2000 years based on info in the documentary I didn’t (already) know
about. I watched it at 2x inside the VideoLAN media player to save
time. I had to pause it now and then because there was so much
information shown on the screen to (speed) read through. There is no
dialogue but a 131-minute BackGround Music soundtrack that you may
find annoying which can be muted so you can watch this documentary
in silence or with other audio of your choosing. The key takeaway in
this documentary is this–there is Capitalism and Socialism–two sides of
the same New World Order coin that look like this:

Capitalism Socialism
 BANKS BANKS

 COMPANIES GOVERNMENT
 GOVERNMENT COMPANIES

Capitalism – Banks control companies that influence government
politicians through lobbyists/Political Action Committees. The most
famous example of this is the United States Of America (1776 – ).
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Socialism – Banks control governments that own all companies in
existence as a ‘state run monopoly’. The most famous example of this
is the Soviet Union (1917 – 1991).

Please read the text in the description box for more information–it tells
you how this documentary came to be censored. For more information
on that, watch

How Israel censors the internet – If Americans Knew
 https ://www.bitchute.com/video/0RZTW9x4BChJ/

2010 AUSTRALIAN X FACTOR WINNER ALTIYAN CHIDLS
EXPOSES FREEMANSONRY

 (Mirror copy. Original scrubbed off Altiyan’s Youtube page)

https ://www.bitchute.com/video/xoU7OfqHN6Dv/

1:12:47 – 1:35:50 the money shot
 0:00:00 – 1:12:47 the background
 1:35:50 – 5:17:11 down the rabbit hole

This epic 317-minute documentary is a must-see and should be seen
from start to finish. It is basically a combination eyewitness account of
the author’s time inside Freemasonry, his brush with death, which
motivated him to make this documentary to warn/inform others. If you
are pressed for time, watch it in sections as shown above after you’ve
seen the first documentary at the top first. In the space of about 2.5
hours minimum, you will get a clear understanding of why things are
the way they are in this world today–the (end) product of a very, very
old conspiracy of evil to enslave the world.

Dude versed in multiple realms, venturing where others wouldn’t dare.
Guy is worthy of subscribing.
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I’m making $90 an hour working from. home. e I never imagined that it
was honest to goodness yet my closest companion is earning 16,000
US dollars a month by working on the connection, b that was truly
astounding for me she prescribed for me to attempt it simply..
Everybody must try this job now by just

 using this website…. W w w.M o n e y P a y 1.c o m

and yet the agent kept her gunbelt on whiling away the hours before
the WH’s fulfilled her density, er, I meant destiny!

I hope this actually happened a few years ago. Because you all who
are fighting have to know you have a big target on your backs.♥ Take
care. 

uh, WHITE MEN in the US and EU are walking targets. I can’t believe
young white men have not been training judo, kickboxing, jiu-jitsu!

FOR THE WARRIORS FIGHTING THE CABAL BETWEEN ISRAEL
AND GAZA:

  
 (IF YOU ARE A MATURE CHRISTIAN, PLEASE PROCEED.)

  
 We rebuke the traitors who engineered this war in Jesus name. 

  We expose, shame and reject those depraved individuals and groups
who deliberately steal, burn, kill and destroy innocent human beings. 

 We call out those who forcibly withhold, food, water, medicine, diapers,
rescue vehicles, emergency medical assistance and stop any and all
humanitarian aid from inhabitants, travellers and  residents under threat
by  Satanic workers. 

 We declare these devastated people who lost family members and
friends and pets and land and homes and fortunes in this conflict will
be repaid seven times more by the father of all thieves in Jesus
Name according to Joel 2:23 and Proverbs 6:31. 

 We declare and decree that every man, woman, boy and girl who has
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been displaced, traumatized, injured, is hungry, thirsty, sick,
persecuted, threatened by workers of iniquity, in need of housing, in
need of loving neighbors to protect them according to Jesus’s teaching
in Matthew Mark and Luke, will have them in abundance. 

 We declare and decree that every patriot, every prayer warrior, and all
the men and women in and out of uniform defending  the innocents  will
defend them from these malevolent agents of evil and the Luciferian
agents of the cabal against the innocents. 

 Satan, you lost this battle. You will no longer harm the families and
travelers in Israel or Gaza anymore. You will not destroy them, nor
through your human agents fire on civilians, or use them as human
shields anymore. You will not loot the properties and fortunes anymore,
they belong to God, not you, according to Haggai 2:8. 

 You will not burn and rape and burn and kill the defenseless women
and children anymore. You will not divide people by civil war anymore
through your human operatives. You are done, finished, denuded of
whatever power you claim to have according to Ephesians 6:10-18. 

 You will not harm another soul again in Israel or Gaza through your
agents of Gehenna. Go back to hell with your demonic agents and
never come back. 

 Father, our hearts are hurting with the extreme damage and deaths and
injuries and betrayals and firefights between Your warriors and Satan’s
warriors. We call on Your warrior angels to confuse the enemy and
apprehend those hellish spirits in Jesus Name. We declare and decree
these demonic miscreants will be speedily brought to justice
in Jesus name.

 We are sad and angry at the ruination these engineers of evil have
wrecked on Your beautiful land, that You swore to give to Your
patriarchs in the Old Testament. It is still Your land today because You
own it.  Holy Spirit, help us rebuild the lands so new life can be born.

 Lord, please have mercy and make every way of escape available for
those trapped in Gaza and make every way possible for those kind and
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gracious people trying to help but are prohibited and blackmailed from
helping these hostages, including Your kids who are crying out for
assistance and mercy In Jesus Name. 

 Please comfort the families who were killed in this bitter conflict and
those saving the innocent, and protect them from any who wish them
harm or danger In Jesus Name. 

 Please make a way of escape for the innocent and kidnapped so they
will not die or be maimed or raped in this evil conflagration. 

 Enable from every humanitarian who loves and honors You a literal
tsunami of material and spiritual help to those in need so they can
rebuild and recover.

 Give wisdom, understanding  and power to those leaders to stop the
killing, that this conflict may stop and peace will return in Jesus Name.
Protect our President Trump, President Putin and their families as they
marshal special military and rescue forces to stop the cabal from
inflicting further damage to our world, including the agents from hell
who engineered these attacks on Gaza, as well as to apprehend those
who commit crimes of human trafficking, child rape, murder and
exsanguination from adrenochrome. 

 Enable us and enable them to bring to justice every worker of evil,
whether they are small, or great, or high or low without delay in Jesus
Name. 

 We thank You for giving us the honor and privilege of serving such an
awesome God and to love our fellow humans beings with the agape
love Your Son Has for us all. 

 In Jesus Mighty Name, Amen.
  

  

It is NOT too late–follow the prophets! Everyone here at the present
time was INTENTIONALLY put/left here for this final battle. God has
said they will NOT take his EAGLE (America). Prophets say that God
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wants us to put on the armor of God everyday and to stand tall and
fight and resist with all our might! What God has planned to do here will
be bigger than the Red Sea. God says we are to declare that our
enemy (ies) are through and they have been defeated. SHOUT THAT!

Před pár lety zlatý chlapík z Austrálie řekl, že celá planeta dostala své
zlato, kromě toho, že nevěřil Trumpovi, protože ukradl naše 

 kouzla 5g JAB otrávil vše, co 
 Bůh ví

Myslím si, že Trump „přecenil“ etiku každého jednotlivého člověka, od
kterého se očekávalo, že mu jako prezidentovi POMŮŽE. Kdo by
hádal, že NIH nebo CDC NĚKDY doporučí vakcínu, o které věděli, že
zabije několik milionů lidí, jen aby vyhráli volby??? Zrádci každého z
nich!

Spousta z nás to tušila.

Ti, kteří důvěřují „autoritě“, by neměli.

Kromě toho jsou všechny „vakcíny“ zlé. Někteří zabíjejí rychleji než
jiní…

 
 


